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Abstract

Freezing in porous media is associated with a host of dynamic phenomena that stem from the presence and mobility of premelted

liquid at subzero temperatures. Accurate assessments of the progressive liquid—ice phase transition is required for predictive

models of frost damage, glacier—till coupling, and many other cold regions processes, as well as for evaluating the capacity

for water storage in near-surface extraterrestrial environments. We use a Monte Carlo approach to sample the pore space in

a synthetic 3D packing of poly-dispersed spherical particles, and evaluate local geometrical constraints that allow us to assess

changes in the relative proportions of pore fluid and ice. By approximating the phase boundary geometry in fine-grained pores

while considering both the curvature of the liquid—ice interface and wetting interactions with matrix particles, our model

predicts changes in phase equilibrium in granular media over a broad temperature range, where present accounting for the

colligative effects of chloride and perchlorate solutes. In addition to formulating the constitutive behavior needed to better

understand properties and processes in frozen soils, our results also provide insight into other aspects of phase equilibria in

porous media, including the formation of methane hydrates in permafrost and marine sediments, and the partitioning between

liquid water and vapor in the vadose zone.
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Abstract17

Freezing in porous media is associated with a host of dynamic phenomena that stem from18

the presence and mobility of premelted liquid at subzero temperatures. Accurate assess-19

ments of the progressive liquid—ice phase transition is required for predictive models of20

frost damage, glacier—till coupling, and many other cold regions processes, as well as21

for evaluating the capacity for water storage in near-surface extraterrestrial environments.22

We use a Monte Carlo approach to sample the pore space in a synthetic 3D packing of23

poly-dispersed spherical particles, and evaluate local geometrical constraints that allow24

us to assess changes in the relative proportions of pore fluid and ice. By approximating25

the phase boundary geometry in fine-grained pores while considering both the curvature26

of the liquid—ice interface and wetting interactions with matrix particles, our model pre-27

dicts changes in phase equilibrium in granular media over a broad temperature range,28

where present accounting for the colligative effects of chloride and perchlorate solutes.29

In addition to formulating the constitutive behavior needed to better understand prop-30

erties and processes in frozen soils, our results also provide insight into other aspects of31

phase equilibria in porous media, including the formation of methane hydrates in per-32

mafrost and marine sediments, and the partitioning between liquid water and vapor in33

the vadose zone.34

Plain Language Summary35

When saturated soils become frozen at subzero temperatures, the water between36

the soil grains turns into ice. The soil freezing curves (SFCs) describe how amount of37

water remaining liquid in pore spaces changes with temperature, which is also determined38

by the geometry of pores. Previous researches tend to idealize the pores as spheres or39

cylinders, but the actual pores have irregular geometry, and the interface between wa-40

ter and ice can be so curved that liquid water may exist at temperatures much lower than41

bulk freezing point. To quantitatively assess the relation between the undercooling and42

residual liquid water in frozen soils, we construct synthetic soil models with packed spher-43

ical particles, and use a Monte Carlo approach to track the ice—liquid interface over a44

large temperature range. The soil particles can be of a uniform size and following a log-45

normal size distribution, and the results are compared with ice-infiltration experiments,46

field observation, and mercury intrusion measurements. Additional factors including the47
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wetting of ice and dissolved salts are also taken into account. The model can shed light48

on the formation of ice and gas hydrate in permafrost and extraterrestrial systems.49

1 Introduction50

In open systems, equilibrium between pure liquid water and ice takes place at a bulk51

melting temperature that depends only on the pressure to which both phases are sub-52

ject. However, in fine-grained porous media the effects of surface energy and intermolec-53

ular interactions involving matrix surfaces cause the pressure in the ice to differ from the54

pressure in the liquid along their mutual interface. The phenomenon of premelting de-55

scribes the resulting equilibrium phase coexistence, which can take place over a broad56

range of temperatures as the interface geometry changes (e.g., Dash et al., 2006, and oth-57

ers). Soil freezing curves (SFCs) describe how the fraction of the pore space inhabited58

by liquid is reduced as cooling increases the size of the departure beneath the bulk melt-59

ing temperature (e.g., Cahn et al., 1992; Orlando B. Andersland, 2003; Hansen-Goos &60

Wettlaufer, 2010). This mobile liquid phase plays a central role in diverse processes, in-61

cluding frost damage to cohesive materials (e.g., Hallet et al., 1991; A. W. Rempel et al.,62

2016; A. W. Rempel & Rempel, 2019), frost heave in unconsolidated sediments (e.g., A. W. Rem-63

pel, 2010; Sizemore et al., 2015), and glacier sliding (Meyer et al., 2018; Lipovsky et al.,64

2019). Moreover, similar perturbations to phase equilibria between pore constituents are65

important in other systems, for example leading to the development of gas hydrate anoma-66

lies in submarine sediments (e.g., A. W. Rempel, 2011; Handwerger et al., 2017; Van-67

derBeek & Rempel, 2018), determining the partitioning between liquid water and air in68

porous materials (e.g., Or & Hanks, 1992; Or & Tuller, 1999; A. Rempel & Rempel, 2016),69

and facilitating salt damage to the built environment (e.g., Scherer, 1999).70

As illustrated in Figure 1, porous-media induced shifts from bulk equilibrium have71

two primary causes: (1) the confined geometry forces the ice—liquid interface to curve,72

thereby enhancing the area and energy of the bounding surface that encompasses a given73

ice volume; (2) the intermolecular forces between particle surfaces, liquid, and ice induce74

liquid films to wet the interfaces between soil particles and ice crystals. As a result of75

these pore-scale effects, the equilibrium ice—liquid temperature in the residual liquid de-76

pends on the volume fraction of the pore space that it occupies, referred to here as the77

liquid saturation Sl, enabling residual liquid to remain in equilibrium at a saturation level78

that depends on the undercooling ∆T = Tm − T , defined as the temperature depres-79
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ice/hydrate/vapor
(non-wetting phase)

particle

high interfacial
curvature interfacial film

residual
liquid

(wetting phase)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the configuration of a non-wetting phase, such as ice

(or vapor), surrounded by a residual liquid phase that wets the particle surfaces bounding an

idealized pore. Liquid remains in equilibrium near particle contacts where the curvature of the

ice—liquid interface is high (i.e., the radius of curvature is small). These tiny reservoirs are

connected by thin liquid films that coat the particle—ice interface.
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sion below the normal bulk melting point Tm (e.g., Dash et al., 2006). Analogous be-80

havior occurs in vapor—water—particle systems, where the liquid saturation depends81

on the matric potential, which is the pressure difference between the non-wetting vapor82

phase and the wetting liquid phase (e.g., Or & Tuller, 1999). Here, we demonstrate a83

computational method based on Monte Carlo techniques that quantifies shifts to the equi-84

librium phase behavior in porous media modeled using randomly packed, poly-dispersed85

spherical particles. Below, we describe our approach, model validation tests, and the im-86

plications of our results for frozen soils, both with and without the presence of other sol-87

uble impurities (e.g., deicing salt, mostly MgCl2) that are assumed to be completely ex-88

cluded from the crystalline ice structure. Moving beyond terrestrial applications, the de-89

tection of perchlorate salts and shallow subsurface ice deposits at the Phoenix lander site90

(Hecht et al., 2009) motivate an illustration of the influence of these salts on the resid-91

ual liquid fraction in equilibrium with ice in the Martian regolith.92

Several phenomenological models have been developed to demonstrate how pore-93

scale effects produce shifts to the phase behavior in porous media. Many approximate94

pores as circular cylinders (e.g., Denoyel & Pellenq, 2002), others employ spherical pores95

connected by cylindrical pore throats (e.g., Jang & Santamarina, 2011), cylindrical pores96

of triangular cross-section (A. W. Rempel, 2011), and two-dimensional pores bounded97

by circular particles (A. W. Rempel, 2012). Although useful for many purposes, these98

idealizations are unable to capture several notable aspects of phase boundaries in nat-99

ural porous media. For example, as suggested by the illustration in Figure 1, the liquid100

saturation level in a given pore can vary continuously over a broad range of values as the101

curvature of the phase boundary near particle contacts changes; circular and cylindri-102

cal pore geometries admit only a single curvature value (2/radius and 1/radius, respec-103

tively) so that liquid saturation within a given pore can vary only to the limited extent104

allowed by changes in film thickness. Pores of triangular cross-section allow for curva-105

ture variations, but unlike natural porous media they incorporate no regions of negative106

interfacial curvature (i.e., where the center of curvature is outside of the non-wetting phase,107

like in the film regions of Figure 1). Furthermore, realistic models of interface geome-108

try require three-dimensional treatments that allow for finite differences between the two109

principal radii of curvature (one of which is infinite in idealizations that employ cylin-110

drical geometries). Fully capturing the three-dimensional geometry of the phase bound-111

ary is an intricate problem, even for porous media characterized by idealized packings112
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of equal-sized spheres (see e.g., Cahn et al., 1992). However, progress can be made with-113

out evaluating the entire geometry of the phase boundary, but instead sampling the pore114

space at discrete points and approximating only the local geometry of the phase bound-115

ary as it first encompasses each sampled location. This approach was taken by A. W. Rem-116

pel (2012) in two-dimensional calculations; here we extend the treatment to three dimen-117

sions in a synthetic porous medium comprised of poly-dispersed spherical particles.118

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a brief overview of the basic ge-119

ometrical controls on phase equilibria in porous media, section 3 describes our procedure120

for producing SFCs in synthetic porous media formed from random packings of spher-121

ical particles, section 4 summarizes several model validation tests and illustrates predicted122

SFCs in pure and impurity-doped water for porous media formed from log-normally dis-123

tributed particle assemblages, section 5 discusses the implications of our results before124

concluding remarks are provided in section 6.125

2 Phase behavior in porous media126

The geometry of the phase boundary at different saturation levels can be described127

in terms of its varying interfacial mean curvature K and separation d from particle sur-128

faces; these geometrical parameters can also be used to describe the perturbations to the129

phase behavior within the porous medium. The surface energy of the water—ice phase130

boundary γ ≈ 0.029 J/m2 (Hardy, 1977) and the intermolecular forces that produce wet-131

ting films both result in an offset between the pressures in the non-wetting Pnw and wet-132

ting Pl (assumed here to be liquid) phases. Together, these effects can be combined to133

write134

Pnw − Pl = γK + PT , (1)135

where PT (d) describes how the “disjoining pressure” associated with wetting interactions136

increases as the film thickness d shrinks, and we define K in terms of two principal radii137

of curvature r1 and r2 so that K = 1/r1 + 1/r2. In the vadose zone, where the non-138

wetting phase is air, eq. (1) describes the geometrical controls on how the so-called “liq-139

uid retention curve” varies as a function of the matric potential Pnw − Pl. When the140

phase boundary can be crossed through melting, as with pores containing liquid water141

and ice, the generalized Clapeyron equation can be used to substitute for the pressure142

difference on the left side of eq. (1) and find that the depression of the temperature T143
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below the bulk melting temperature Tm at reference pressure Pm satisfies144

ρnwL(Tm − T )

Tm
+ (Pm − Pl)

(
1− ρnw

ρl

)
≈ ρnwL(Tm − T )

Tm
= γK + PT , (2)145

where ρnw and ρl are the densities of the non-wetting solid phase and wetting liquid phase,146

and L is the latent heat of fusion. Because the densities of water and ice are within 10%147

of each other, for variations in the liquid pressure encountered in nature, typically the148

second term on the left side of eq. (2) is negligible. We note that eq. (2) is a generalized149

form of the Gibbs-Thomson relation with an additional term PT that becomes signif-150

icant as the phase boundary approaches pore walls.151

We treat the surface energy γ as constant in all of our calculations, so the main chal-152

lenge in evaluating the first term on the right sides of eqs. (1) and (2) comes from de-153

termining K. In contrast, the distance d to the nearest particle is easily obtained, but154

in nature the dependence of PT on d is sensitive to properties of the ice and particle sur-155

faces (including surface charge), as well as such subtleties as the distribution of ions in156

the residual liquid. Israelachvili (2011) provides a comprehensive discussion of the con-157

trols on wetting behavior that determine how exactly the film thickness d decreases as158

PT is enhanced. Hansen-Goos and Wettlaufer (2010) highlight the complexities of vari-159

ations in liquid film thickness during ice formation in mono-dispersed random close-packed160

spheres, focusing their attention on conditions in which the residual liquid saturation is161

low enough that its volume is dominated by the films, rather than by the small reser-162

voirs near particle contacts that are controlled primarily by the effects of high interfa-163

cial curvature (see Figure 1). Here, our interest in the dynamic interactions that take164

place when the liquid saturation is relatively high, so that water mobility is apprecia-165

ble, leads us to focus primarily on the regime in which high-curvature reservoirs hold much166

more liquid than the films that coat particle surfaces. Accordingly, we avoid introduc-167

ing unnecessary detail in our treatment of films and instead follow previous workers (e.g.,168

Cahn et al., 1992; A. Rempel & Worster, 1999; Tuller & Or, 2005) in approximating the169

effects of wetting interactions using a simple power law so that170

PT ≈ P0

(
λ0
d

)b

, (3)171

where the value of b is determined by the dominant microphysical interactions (for il-172

lustration below we set b = 3), and λ0 is the film thickness at reference pressure P0.173

In our models to follow, we treat λ0 as an adjustable parameter.174
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3 Models175

To model the three-dimensional pore geometry, we first simulated a random sphere-176

packing process in MATLAB following the classical drop-and-roll scheme (e.g., Jodrey177

& Tory, 1979; Shi & Zhang, 2008), and then used the resulting sphere packs as simulated178

soils for evaluating the equilibrium phase perturbations. Because the algorithms we use179

in this work require patience to construct, we provide the MATLAB scripts (Chen & Rem-180

pel, 2019a, 2019b) under the MIT license. We implement a Monte Carlo routine that sam-181

ples a large number of random test points within a single plane cutting through the par-182

ticle pack, detailed in Appendix A1. The presence of additional soluble impurities mod-183

ifies the equilibrium behavior in a manner that we approximate with slight modifications184

to this procedure, as described in section 3.6 below.185

3.1 Scenario 1: Pore ice186

The first ice to be at equilibrium within a given pore is bounded by the surface with187

the smallest constant curvature that will fit between the bounding particles. We approx-188

imate the geometry of such “pore ice” by the largest sphere that will fit within the pore189

while still containing a particular test point, as illustrated in Figure 2a. We arrive at this190

estimate through an iterative process, detailed in Appendix A2. The phase perturba-191

tion that would be required to place the point within our approximation for the first ice192

crystal of a radius rp that could attain equilibrium within the pore can be written by193

setting PT ≈ 0 and K ≈ 2/rp in eqs. (1) and (2) so that194

Pnw − Pl ≈
ρnwL

Tm
(Tm − T ) ≈ 2γ

rp
. (4)195

3.2 Scenario 2: Throat ice196

Points near to the pore throats that constitute the connections between adjacent197

pores are often outside the region spanned by the first pore ice crystal, and are instead198

referred to here as “throat ice”. The ice interface first intersects a test point in a pore199

throat when its surface geometry has the smallest curvature possible while remaining tan-200

gent to the pair of particles that spans the throat (see Figure 2b). To approximate the201

constant curvature surface in this scenario, we seek the radius rt of the hemispherical202

cap that satisfies these geometrical constraints.203
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P

rp

(a) pore ice

rt
P

rp

(b) throat ice

P

rp

r1
r2

(c) crevice ice

Figure 2. Schematic diagrams showing a cross-section through a 3D porous medium. A test

point is indicated with an asterisk in each panel. (a) The test point is located within a closed

surface of constant curvature that is approximated using the largest sphere (radius rp) to encom-

pass the point while fitting within the pore. (b) The test point is outside of the region where the

non-wetting phase is first stable (bounded by the dashed circle), but instead lies upon the phase

boundary formed in part by a hemispherical protrusion that extends into the pore “throat” be-

tween the two nearest particles. (c) The test point lies in a “crevice” region between two particles

on a constant-curvature surface of revolution about the dashed line (e.g., an unduloid) that is

approximated as having positive principal radius of curvature r1 and negative principal radius of

curvature r2. At this stage, the entire non-wetting phase has extended beyond the pore region

defined by the largest inscribed sphere. For illustration in this 2D plot we show the spherical

particles as coplanar with the ice and the test point, but our numerical procedure is not limited

by this idealization.
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Due to symmetry, the center of the largest hemispherical cap is coplanar with the204

centers of the two tangent particles and the test point. In this plane we find the “Apol-205

lonius” circle tangent to the two particles (projected as circles) and the test point (Coxeter,206

1968), which leads to a second estimate for the phase perturbation at the test point, again207

satisfying eq. (4), but with r = rt. We note that by approximating the constant cur-208

vature surface as a hemispherical cap, we obtain a conservative estimate for the phase209

perturbation at which ice can first intersect such test points, since in reality the second210

principle radius of curvature may be larger and so lead to a curvature that is lower than211

the assumed value of K = 2/rt. In the results presented below we provide two sepa-212

rate estimates of the changes in liquid saturation with increasing perturbation from bulk213

equilibrium: in the case we refer to as the “throat total” liquid saturation, we assume214

that any phase boundary that encounters a test point far from particle surfaces has a215

curvature that can be approximated using a hemispherical cap; in the case we refer to216

as the “crevice total” liquid saturation, we assume instead that the phase boundary at217

such locations is better described by two distinct radii of curvature with opposite signs,218

as described next.219

3.3 Scenario 3: Crevice ice220

Near the contact between two particles, residual liquid can remain until “crevice221

ice” impinges, as illustrated in Figure 2c. The unduloid interface between the crevice ice222

and residual liquid is approximated as part of a torus (Fisher, 1926), as detailed in Ap-223

pendix A3. We again follow Apollonius in determining the two principle radii of curva-224

ture r1 and −r2, as shown in Figure 2c. In this case, the stable liquid—ice interface is225

a concave meniscus, and the test point must lie within the truncated cone region formed226

with the common tangent line of the two particles. We set PT ≈ 0 and K ≈ 1/r1 −227

1/r2 in eqs. (1) and (2) to estimate the resulting phase perturbation as228

Pnw − Pl ≈
ρnwL

Tm
(Tm − T ) ≈ γ

(
1

r1
− 1

r2

)
. (5)229

It is worth noting that the surface construction we use for crevice ices only approximates230

the constant curvature constraint; a more involved procedure for the construction of so-231

called “Delaunay surfaces” of revolution that do have constant curvature (e.g., López,232

2013) could be pursued, but validation exercises described below suggest that the sim-233

pler, approximate treatment outlined here is adequate.234
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3.4 Scenario 4: Film ice235

Test points close to the surface of a particle will remain in the wetting liquid un-236

til the perturbation to the phase equilibrium is sufficiently large that the film thickness237

d matches that separation. Describing the wetting interactions using eq. (3), and assign-238

ing the radius of the nearest particle as r, the phase perturbation from eqs. (1) and (2)239

can be written as240

Pnw − Pl ≈
ρnwL

Tm
(Tm − T ) ≈ P0

(
λ0
d

)b

− 2γ

r
. (6)241

3.5 Summary of Geometrical Constraints on SFCs242

With all the scenarios considered, the modeling algorithm is summarized in Fig-243

ure 3 as a flowchart. The number of Monte Carlo sampling points is imax. For each test244

point, first we check whether it is inside a solid particle, and if not, we proceed to eval-245

uate the undercooling for a liquid film, and then find the Apollonius circle. If the test246

point is inside the truncated cone region, a stable crevice ice is possible and the two prin-247

cipal radii are calculated from the Apollonius circle. No matter whether a crevice ice ex-248

ists, the throat ice has the Apollonius circle as its great circle, and it must not intersect249

with any other particles, otherwise we calculate the pore ice that encompasses the test250

point and touches four particles, or touches three particles and the test point.251

3.6 Solutal Effects252

The presence of soluble impurities, such as the components of sea salt or perchlo-253

rates, modify the phase behavior to a degree that depends on their dissolved concentra-254

tion in the residual liquid ms, which is defined here as the solute molarity. Assuming that255

the impurities are perfectly excluded from the ice lattice, mass balance for the solute re-256

quires that ms be related through Sl to the total bulk concentration mb ≈ Slms, which257

is defined here as the solute content divided by the total volume of pore constituents.258

When the bulk concentration can be treated as approximately constant, eq. (2) implies259

that260

T 0
m − T ≈

T 0
m

ρnwL
(γK + PT ) + Γ

(
mb

Sl

)
, (7)261

where the superscript 0 denotes the freezing point of pure liquid water, and Γ(m) is the262

undercooling caused by the solute of concentration m, which is explained in detail in Ap-263

pendix B.264
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Initialization,
set imax,
set s = 0

i < imax?

Generate
random point
Pi, i = i + 1

Find minimum
distance d
from Pi to

particles

d < 0?

Record d and
r for film

Find Apol-
lonius circle

Pi inside
a cone?

Record r1 and
r2 for crevice

Is it a
throat ice?

Record for
solid, s = s+1

Find largest
inscribed

sphere

Record r1
for throat

Record rp
for pore

End
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure 3. Flowchart of the different scenarios each test point goes through. The conditional

nodes are of pink diamond shape, and process nodes are blue rectangles.

4 Validation and Results265

To validate our modeling approach we compared predicted phase perturbations to:266

Sec. 4.1 analytical approximations for simple cubic packing of mono-dispersed spheres;267

Sec. 4.2 experimental measurements of the changes in liquid saturation with undercool-268

ing in two ice-bound porous media; Sec. 4.3 experimental measurements of the changes269

in liquid saturation with matric potential in a silt loam; and Sec. 4.4 experimental mea-270

surements of the changes in liquid saturation inferred from mercury porosimetry on sed-271

iments formed from poly-dispersed equant particles. We provide the results of these tests272

next, before illustrating predicted SFCs in Sec. 4.5. There, we focus on the role of cur-273

vature effects in synthetic sediments formed from particles characterized by log-normal274

size distributions with varying median diameter and skewness, before briefly exploring275

the influence of wetting behavior, and the presence of soluble impurities.276
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4.1 Comparison with analytical approximations for simple-cubic pack-277

ing278

Cahn et al. (1992) developed an approximate analytical expression for the equilib-279

rium undercooling ∆T = Tm − T of ice—liquid mixtures in a simple-cubic packing of280

identical spheres. Their treatment considers the changes in liquid saturation in both the281

“crevice” regions described above (see Figure 2c) and the wetting films, which are ap-282

proximated using eq. (6) (with b = 3, P0 = 1.1 MPa and λ0 = 3.5 nm) while neglect-283

ing surface-energy effects (i.e., taking 2γ/r → 0). For simple-cubic packing of particles284

with radius r, the pores can encompass spheres of maximum radius rp = (
√

3 − 1)r,285

implying that the equilibrium configuration switches from complete liquid saturation at286

warmer temperatures (i.e., Sl = 1) to a liquid saturation just under Sl ≈ 0.57 at an287

undercooling that can be calculated from eq. (4) as288

∆T =
γTm
ρnwL

2

(
√

3− 1)r
(8)289

which is approximately 0.071 K for the ice—water system when the particle radius is r =290

1 µm.291

Figure 4 illustrates some important features of the predicted phase behavior for this292

porous medium. Increasing the undercooling from zero, the throat total curve (blue crosses)293

correctly predicts complete liquid saturation until ∆T ≈ 0.071 K, before Sl drops abruptly294

as expected with the first appearance of pore ice. The second kink at ∆T ≈ 0.124 K295

corresponds to another characteristic radius rp = (
√

2 − 1)r: the maximum radius of296

an ice sphere that is centered on a pore throat, obtained at residual liquid saturation Sl ≈297

0.18, which is also corroborated by the theoretical predication of the volume occupied298

by residual liquid (the black dashed curve). By contrast, the analytical approximation299

by Cahn et al. (1992) erroneously predicts minor ice accumulation at warmer temper-300

atures; this results from the mistaken attribution of a crevice-like geometry (i.e., char-301

acterized by two principal radii of curvature with opposite signs) to the phase bound-302

ary in pore throats. This problem is corrected in our crevice total prediction (green squares),303

and the curve agrees well with the red dashed curve, which is the theoretical prediction304

for the residual liquid volume in crevice regions and films. At large undercoolings, once305

the liquid saturation falls below about 0.1, the closer correspondence between the crevice306

total and Cahn et al. (1992) curves can be attributed to a more realistic approximation307

of the phase behavior in residual high-curvature reservoirs near particle contacts than308
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Figure 4. Model predictions for the liquid saturation as a function of undercooling in simple-

cubic packing of identical spheres with r = 1 µm. The figure shows limiting cases in which,

following the appearance of the first pore ice, all curvature-controlled residual liquid is treated

as residing in “throats” (blue crosses) and “crevices” (green squares). The solid black curve is

the analytical approximation from Cahn et al. (1992). The magenta dashed lines intersect at an

abrupt kink in our model curves that takes place at a liquid saturation of 0.57, and undercooling

0.071 K, corresponding with the abrupt appearance of the non-wetting ice phase as the largest

spherical crystals that can occupy the available pores, and the cyan dashed lines indicates a sec-

ond kink at a liquid saturation around 0.18 and undercooling 0.124 K, corresponding to throat

ice crystals of radius (
√

2 − 1)r. The “throat total” curve captures this feature, and the “crevice

total” curve agrees well with the theoretically predicted undercooling (red dashed) caused by ice

growing into the particle crevices. In the treatment of Cahn et al. (1992), the volume of liquid

in the crevice is approximated to the first order, causing incorrect appearance of a non-wetting

phase at warmer temperatures than are possible.
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that obtained by the throat total calculations. In this simple example, the throat total309

curve is more reliable at high liquid saturations and the crevice total curve gives a bet-310

ter approximation to the phase behavior at low liquid saturations. Importantly, the sim-311

ilarity between the two sets of model predictions and the analytical approximation of Cahn312

et al. (1992) suggests that errors in predicted saturation levels remain small throughout313

the entire range of undercoolings.314

4.2 Comparison with liquid saturation in ice-infiltrated powders315
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crevice total
throat total

10−2 10−1 100 101
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undercooling (K)
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fcc
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Figure 5. Model predictions and undercooling data from laboratory experiments with ice-

infiltrated powders (Cahn et al., 1992). Red dot-dashed curves show the predicted liquid sat-

uration when the phase boundary is treated as locally hemispherical whenever it intersects a

test point, labeled as throat total curve. Black dashed curves idealize the curvature-dominated

liquid that remains after the formation of the first pore ice as residing in crevice regions where

the phase boundary has two principal radii of curvature of opposite sign, labeled as crevice total

curve. (a) Comparison between model predictions and calorimetry data for ice melting in mono-

dispersed graphitized carbon black powder with average radius r ≈ 0.12 µm and λ0 = 1.75 nm.

The crevice total curve, although deviated from the measured data at higher liquid saturation,

converges to the data points and the throat total curve after the saturation falls below 10%. A

similar pattern occurs in (b) with calorimetry data for ice melting in mono-dispersed polystyrene

powder with average radius r ≈ 2.5 µm and the same λ0 = 1.75 nm. The asymptomatic curves for

simple cubic (blue) and face-centered cubic (cyan) packings are shown for comparison. It must be

noted that these curves are calculated with different fit radii. In (a), the fit radius is 0.1 µm, and

in (b), as Dash et al. (2006) noted, the fit radius is 1.5 µm.
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Figure 5 compares our model results to laboratory data (Cahn et al., 1992) for ice—316

water equilibrium within powders composed of (a) graphitized carbon black (taken from317

Maruyama et al., 1992) and (b) polystyrene. These powders consist of nearly mono-dispersed318

randomly packed particles with radii of 0.12 µm and 2.5 µm respectively. The detailed319

nature of the intermolecular forces that control changes in the thickness of premelted films320

is the least well-constrained part of our calculation. In our models, we keep b = 3 and321

P0 = 1.1 MPa, with λ0 = 1.75 nm for both graphitized carbon black (Figure 5a) and322

polystyrene (Figure 5b). Both plots share similar features, notably that at higher liq-323

uid saturations, the throat total curve better describes the data points, whereas below324

10% liquid saturation, the crevice total and throat total curves converge because wet-325

ting effects are responsible for most of the residual liquid under such conditions. For com-326

parison, the curves for simple-cubic and face-centered cubic packings are also calculated327

following the asymptotic formulae in Cahn et al. (1992), shown as blue and cyan curves.328

We emphasize that the reported particle sizes for these powders were used to generate329

the synthetic particle packs leading to the model predictions shown in Figure 5, whereas330

the Cahn et al. (1992) theoretical curves treated the particle radius as a fitting param-331

eter (Dash et al., 2006).332

4.3 Comparison with liquid retention in the vadose zone333

Water adsorbs to sediment particles in gas-infiltrated media, perhaps most notably334

within the vadose zone. This important effect is a consequence of the same mechanisms335

that cause undercooling in ice—liquid systems. In natural soil, comprised of particles336

with a range of different surface properties, the dominant intermolecular forces may cause337

wetting effects to be stronger or weaker (or both) than in laboratory prepared mono-dispersed338

powders. Moreover, the presence of non-spherical particles undoubtedly has a dramatic339

effect on the ability of our sphere-packing algorithm to replicate the pore geometry ac-340

curately, thereby affecting our ability to predict disturbances to the chemical potential341

caused by the pore geometry. The most obvious complication, however, is that natural342

soils are composed of particularly broad ranges of particle sizes. The Millville silt-loam343

examined by Or and Hanks (1992) serves as an illustrative example, comprised of 33%344

sand by mass, 49% silt, and 18% clay, with a reported specific surface area of 73 m2/g.345

Further details of the particle size distribution were not reported, so we do not have suf-346

ficient information to construct a realistic synthetic packing. Based on standard parti-347
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Figure 6. Model predicted matric potential curve (solid blue and dashed magenta) versus

matric potential data from Or and Hanks (1992) (open circles). At low liquid saturations (be-

low 10%) wetting effects dominate so the pore total curve and the crevice total curve are nearly

identical for the assigned characteristic film thickness λ0 = 1.4 nm. At intermediate saturations

(10% ≤ Sl ≤ 30%) the two curves diverge due to their differing treatments of the interface ge-

ometry near particle contacts; in this regime, curvature effects are well-represented by the crevice

total curve, which closely approximates the observed saturation behavior. Our mono-dispersed

particle simplification overestimates curvatures at higher saturations.
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cle size classifications, however, the minimum diameter of sand particles can be 32 to 128348

times the diameter of the largest clay particles, and if the particles are assigned a silica349

density of 2650 kg/m3, with the given mass fractions of the silt loam, the number of clay350

particles clearly dominates the total particle count.351

At large matric potentials (and low liquid saturations), wetting is expected to give352

rise to most of the residual liquid volume. Treating λ0 as a simple fitting parameter should353

enable us to match the saturation behavior in the film-dominated regime; a more strin-354

gent test of the limitations of our algorithm concerns the degree to which it can also cap-355

ture the behavior at intermediate saturations where curvature effects have more control356

on the residual liquid volume than wetting. Accordingly, we construct a packing of par-357

ticles with uniform radius rm ≈ 0.0155 µm that is chosen to match the measured spe-358

cific surface area. Figure 6 compares our model predictions for the matric potential of359

Millville silt loam (with λ0 = 1.4 nm) against experimental results (Or & Hanks, 1992;360

Or & Tuller, 1999; Tuller & Or, 2005). At lower matric potentials the liquid saturation361

plateaus as a consequence of our neglect of the contributions from sand and silt, which362

causes our algorithm to underestimate the largest pore sizes, thereby lowering the liq-363

uid saturation required to reach a given curvature. Reasonable agreement between the364

experimental measurements and our crevice total curve is achieved below a saturation365

level of approximately 30%. The difference between the crevice total and throat total366

curves in the intermediate saturation regime between approximately 10% and 30% is due367

solely to differences in the treatment of the vapor—liquid interface geometry and its in-368

fluence on the surface energy. With better constraints in the grain size distribution, the369

throat total curve should be able to describe the matric potential at higher saturations.370

This test demonstrates the ability of our algorithm to capture observed saturation changes371

outside of the realm where wetting effects dominate. Considering the simplicity of our372

treatment, with no attempt to account for the complexities of natural soil structure, the373

correspondence shown in Figure 6 between modeled and observed soil moisture in the374

intermediate saturation regime that we targeted for this illustration is encouraging.375

4.4 Comparison with liquid saturation inferred from mercury porosime-376

try377

Mercury porosimetry is commonly used to infer pore size distributions from the ap-378

plied pressure needed to enable non-wetting mercury to overcome the surface-energy bar-379
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Figure 7. Saturation behavior in Beacon Valley sediments. (a) Measured mercury saturation

as a function of pressure (Sizemore & Mellon, 2008). Inset shows the measured particle size dis-

tribution (circles) with the dashed curve representing the best-fit log-normal distribution. The

labeled parameter values that define this log-normal distribution (see text) are expressed on the

basis of particle count rather than particle mass. (b) Comparison between predicted liquid sat-

uration based on imax = 10, 000 sample points (solid line) and transformed porosimetry data

(points). Also shown with a dashed line is a power law that approximates the data faithfully in

the range 0.1 ≤ Sl ≤ 0.7.
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rier and enter dry pores. Figure 7a shows the reported Hg saturation level as a function380

of pressure in a soil from Beacon Valley, Antarctica, which is characterized by the mea-381

sured cumulative particle size distribution shown in the inset (Sizemore & Mellon, 2008).382

Residual air persists in the pore space as a result of both surface energy and wetting ef-383

fects. Recognizing, however, that the dynamics of frost processes are most active at high384

liquid saturations in which residual liquid volumes can be attributed primarily to sur-385

face energy rather than wetting effects, in this limit the mercury pressure at any par-386

ticular saturation level can be converted to an approximate corresponding undercool-387

ing as follows. First, we recognize that the data for P (SHg) should be proportional to388

γHg cos(θ), where the surface tension of the air—Hg interface is γHg ≈ 0.46 J/m2 and389

θ ≈ 140° is the contact angle of Hg—air—particle surfaces. At an equivalent ice sat-390

uration Sice = 1 − Sl we expect Pi(Sice ≈ SHg) should be proportional to the ice—391

liquid surface energy γ (assuming that liquid water wets matrix particles completely in392

preference to ice, so the contact angle is 0°). This suggests a simple conversion wherein393

Pi(Sice)

P (SHg)
≈ − γ

γHg cos(θ)
≈ 0.082. (9)394

Inserting this expression into eq. (4) leads to the following approximation for the under-395

cooling that corresponds to a given mercury pressure396

∆T = − Tm
ρiL

γ

γHg cos(θ)
P (Sice ≈ SHg). (10)397

Figure 7b shows the undercooling obtained from eq. (10) as a function of the wet-398

ting liquid water saturation that is expected to coexist with non-wetting ice, as inferred399

from the mercury porosimetry measurements. The solid black line gives model satura-400

tion predictions based on sampling at imax = 10, 000 discrete points. The agreement401

between these two independent approximations is extremely good for Sl > 10%. More-402

over, the close correspondence with the dashed line suggests that a simple power law also403

fits the behavior well over this upper range of liquid saturation levels. By contrast, once404

the mercury pressure (and the equivalent undercooling from eq. (10)) is high enough for405

Sl to drop below about 10% (i.e., once SHg exceeds 90%) the porosimetry points in Fig-406

ure 7b begin to deviate significantly from the model predictions. We note that the model407

curve does depart from the power-law trend once the undercooling is large enough that408

Sl < 1% and the liquid volume held in wetting films becomes an appreciable fraction409

of the total. This suggests a potential strategy for better matching the mercury-based410

inferences at low Sl by increasing the film thickness parameter λ0 from its nominal value411
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of 3.5 nm. However, as there is no basis for expecting the wetting behavior in an ice—412

liquid—particle system to be well represented by the wetting behavior in a Hg–air—particle413

system, we see little merit in pursuing such a fitting exercise.414

The synthetic particle pack that we sampled in order to generate the saturation415

predictions shown in Figure 7b was based on the measured particle size distribution for416

this Beacon Valley soil (Sizemore & Mellon, 2008). As shown in the inset to Figure 7a417

the particle size distribution is approximately log-normal, so that the cumulative distri-418

bution of particle radii can be expressed as419

C(r) =
1

2

[
1 + erf

(
ln r − µn√

2σ

)]
, (11)420

where the median particle radius is rm = exp(µn) and σ is the standard deviation of421

ln r. It is common practice to report particle size distributions on a mass or volume frac-422

tion basis whereas our packing routine is more naturally compatible with number-based423

distribution functions. Fortunately, a simple conversion enables the number-based pa-424

rameter µn to be obtained from its volume-based counterpart µv as µn = µv − 3σ2.425

At values of Sl large enough for wetting films to represent a negligible fraction of the resid-426

ual liquid volume (i.e., Sl > 10%) the close correspondence between the model predicted427

saturation in the log-normally distributed synthetic particle pack and the transformed428

mercury data is obtained with no adjustable parameters.429

4.5 Predicted SFCs for log-normally distributed particle packs430

Having demonstrated reasonable agreement between our model predictions and sev-431

eral independent assessments of saturation changes, we next illustrate the capabilities432

of our algorithm by predicting SFC behavior for the family of porous media that can be433

approximated using close-packed, spherical particles with log-normally distributed radii.434

Figure 8a shows the cumulative distribution of particles described by eq. (11) as a func-435

tion of their radii r normalized by the median radius rm = exp(µn). Mono-dispersed436

packings are represented by the case with σ = 0 so that the median, mean, and mode437

of the particle radii all coincide at r/rm = 1. The parameter σ is linearly related to the438

inclusive graphic standard deviation σI (Folk, 1966) commonly defined in sedimentol-439

ogy and soil science as σI = σ/ ln 2; at larger σ ∼ O(1), the particles are categorized440

as poorly sorted. We used these distributions in our sphere-packing algorithm to gen-441

erate synthetic porous media and examine their predicted SFCs, which are shown in Fig-442
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ure 8b. To reveal the controlling effects of curvature alone, we examine the limit in which443

λ0 = 0 so that the curvature in eq. (2) can be scaled with the median particle radius444

to obtain445

Tm − T ≈
Tmγ

ρiL
K ≈ 0.026 K µm

rm
Krm, (12)446

which sets the scale for the saturation plot in Figure 8b. For example, a scaled curva-447

ture of Krm = 1 corresponds with (Tm − T )
∣∣
Krm=1

≈ 0.026 K for rm = 1 µm, whereas448

(Tm − T )
∣∣
Krm=1

≈ 0.0026 K for rm = 10 µm. The saturation predictions clearly indi-449

cate that the onset of freezing takes place at smaller scaled curvatures, or equivalently450

smaller undercoolings, as σ is increased to characterize correspondingly broader distri-451

butions of particle sizes. This result is suggestive of the influence of anomalously large452

pores in which ice formation can take place at much lower undercoolings than in pores453

bounded entirely by median-sized particles. It seems plausible that a different packing454

algorithm designed to ensure that small particles occupy the spaces between larger par-455

ticles (e.g., simulating particle redistribution resulting form winnowing, shaking, or other456

disturbances), might be employed to produce smaller characteristic pore sizes (and lower457

porosities); we leave further exploration of this possibility to future work. Also of note458

are the consistent slopes to the saturation changes with scaled curvature on this log-log459

plot, suggesting that the saturation behavior is well approximated in each of these curvature-460

dominated cases by a power-law dependence on undercooling with an exponent that falls461

within a fairly narrow range spanned approximately by 1.6 and 2.0. The exponent ap-462

pears to be determined primarily by the geometry of the crevices in between spherical463

particles.464

Figure 9a explores the influence of wetting interactions on the saturation behav-465

ior, for the different values of λ0 given in the legend, with rm = 1 µm in each case (we466

keep b = 3, P0 = 1.1 MPa). As the saturation level decreases, an increasing propor-467

tion of the residual liquid volume is held in wetting films, and higher values of λ0 cause468

the transition away from surface-energy dominated liquid volumes to film-dominated liq-469

uid volumes to occur at higher values of Sl. Figure 9b displays the changes in the rel-470

ative importance of wetting effects as rm is increased while λ0 = 3.5 nm is held con-471

stant. Because of reductions in the surface area to volume ratios of representative pores,472

as rm is increased the transition from surface-energy dominated liquid volumes to film-473

dominated liquid volumes takes place at lower Sl. We note that SFCs are often approx-474

imated with a simple power law dependence of saturation on the undercooling, as illus-475
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Figure 8. SFCs for log-normally sized particles. (a) Cumulative distribution plotted as a

function of radius scaled by the median rm = exp(µn) so that C(1) = 0.5 in all cases. Different

curves are used to represent different values of σ, which is the standard deviation of ln r. Also

plotted are the mean and mode radii for each distribution. (b) Predicted saturation curves plot-

ted as a function of the scaled curvature Krm, with calculated porosities φ shown in the legend.
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Figure 9. Effects of wetting parameters λ0 and rm on the SFCs for mono-dispersed soil par-

ticles. In (a), the median particle radius is kept at 1 µm, while λ0 increases from zero to 17.5 nm.

As more water is retained in films, their role becomes significant at higher liquid saturations. In

(b), λ0 is kept at 3.5 nm, while rm is increased from 1 to 11 µm. With larger particle sizes, the

overall pore volume increases, and the liquid in films is less important in determining the SFCs.
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trated by the dashed line in Figure 7. Published power-law exponents for SFCs (e.g., Or-476

lando B. Andersland, 2003) are often smaller than the 1.6–2.0 values that characterize477

the simulation results shown in Figure 8b. Figure 9 suggests that experimental data col-478

lected across the transition from surface-energy dominated to film-dominated liquid vol-479

umes might provide an explanation for inferred modest power-law slopes.480

The colligative effects of dissolved solutes may also alter the slopes of SFCs. As resid-481

ual liquid volumes are diminished upon cooling, the elevated solutal concentration sig-482

nificantly increases the additional undercooling required for freezing to occur. In Fig-483

ure 10a and Figure 10b, we calculate the SFCs for a mono-dispersed porous medium with484

rm = 1 µm and λ0 = 0, saturated with water doped by two common chloride salts and485

two perchlorate salts at different initial concentrations using the method outlined in Ap-486

pendix B. Even with low ms (< 1 wt%), high solutal concentration at relatively low liq-487

uid contents (i.e., Sl < 10%) still results in much gentler slopes (i.e., power-law expo-488

nents) than those predicted for pure water. The undercooling of liquid water caused by489

perchlorate salts, for example in the Martian regolith, leads to the SFCs produced in Fig-490

ure 10c to Figure 10f, with λ0 = 9 nm, and rm = 1 µm and rm = 50 µm. In agree-491

ment with previous work (e.g., Hansen-Goos & Wettlaufer, 2010), these calculations also492

demonstrate a tendency towards a power-law slope of −1 at high solute concentrations493

and smaller particle sizes. We note that detected perchlorate concentrations at the Phoenix494

lander site were comparable to 1 wt% (e.g., Hecht et al., 2009; Toner et al., 2014), for495

which the power-law slopes displayed in Figure 10c to Figure 10f are β ≈ 1.1.496

5 Discussion497

5.1 Film behavior498

The power-law description of film thickness defined by eq. (3) represents a useful499

approximation that is supported both by theoretical considerations and empirical evi-500

dence in particular systems (Dash et al., 2006). For example, non-retarded van der Waals501

interactions yield this functional form for the relationship between PT and d with an ex-502

ponent of b = 3, in agreement with optical observations by Sadtchenko and Ewing (2002)503

and wire regelation experiments by Gilpin (1980). The limiting case of short-range elec-504

trostatic interactions that satisfy the Langmuir approximation is expected to produce505

b = 1.5, consistent with inferences based on ice lens experiments by Saruya et al. (2014).506
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Figure 10. Comparison of SFCs of salt-doped liquid with the SFC of pure water in mono-

dispersed powders. Wetting effects are ignored and rm = 1 µm in (a) and (b), where the solutes

are NaCl and MgCl2, respectively. For lower initial concentration of 0.01 wt% (purple), the SFCs

only slightly deviate from those of pure water (black), but with higher concentrations, e.g.,

0.1 wt% (blue) and 1 wt% (green), the undercoolings caused by solutes are significantly higher,

and the power-law slopes of the SFCs are much smaller than the value of ∼ 2 that characterizes

the pure water case. The effects of wetting are included with λ0 = 9 nm for water doped by mag-

nesium perchlorate in (c) with rm = 1 µm and (d) with rm = 50 µm, and by calcium perchlorate

in (e) with rm = 1 µm and (f) with rm = 50 µm. In the perchlorate plots, black dashed lines

indicate the pure water cases without wetting, demonstrating that their effects are negligible at

elevated Sl and larger rm.
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However, more detailed analysis of the relationship between PT and d suggest that a sin-507

gle power law is likely to describe film thickness variations over only a restricted range.508

Moreover, screened Coulomb interactions are anticipated to yield a logarithmic depen-509

dence of d on PT , and transitions that include much more exotic behavior are anticipated,510

particularly as solute content and surface charge vary (see e.g., Hansen-Goos & Wett-511

laufer, 2010; Israelachvili, 2011). Our focus on the high liquid-saturation range limits the512

influence of films on our predictions, but these complications can exert a strong influ-513

ence on the liquid saturation at larger undercoolings where films are volumetrically dom-514

inant. Indeed, the results displayed in Figure 9 provide guidance for the saturation range515

over which film behavior has a negligible influence on the total liquid content. This is516

shown by the convergence of predicted saturation behavior with different λ0 when Sl >517

0.1 and rm = 1 µm (Figure 9a), and the apparent extension of the curvature dominated518

regime to still lower values of Sl as the particle radius is increased (Figure 9b).519

5.2 Limitations of soil modeling using spherical particles520

We have demonstrated that reasonably accurate SFC predictions can be generated521

by treating sediments as assemblages of randomly packed spherical particles. This ap-522

proach requires first building a synthetic model soil with an appropriate particle size dis-523

tribution. However, as in the case of the Millville silt-loam, natural soils can have very524

broad ranges of particle sizes. For that particular example, although the mass fractions525

of sand and silt are higher than that of clay, the number count is dominated by the much526

smaller clay particles, which control the specific surface area. In fact, the number den-527

sity of clay particles is so high that in a pack of ∼ 105 particles there are essentially no528

silt or sand particles. This observation motivated our strategy of approximating portions529

of the SFC by considering a porous medium comprised of only the clay-sized fraction.530

Whereas the plate-like geometry of clay particles is quite different from the spherical ge-531

ometry of the particles in our synthetic soil pack, the reasonable agreement between data532

and model calculations illustrated in Figure 6 gives support for the strategy of choos-533

ing the spherical particle size so that the specific surface area of the synthetic soil matches534

its measured counterpart. This approach was taken to ensure that the liquid fraction in535

the film-dominated regime could be well approximated, but Figure 6 reveals that the fa-536

vorable comparison with measurements extends up to liquid saturations that are high537

enough for surface-energy effects to control the liquid saturation. Nevertheless, it is im-538
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portant to recognize that neglect of the larger particle size fraction causes the pore size539

distribution of our synthetic soil to differ from the actual pore size distribution, which540

is expected to include a population of pores that are larger than any we account for; this541

leads to inaccurate predictions as the liquid saturation is raised higher still and approaches542

unity.543

5.3 Potential contributions of grain-boundary melting544

In the calculations presented here, all residual liquid beyond that due to solutes545

is attributed solely to the effects of surface energy and interfacial premelting against the546

surfaces of matrix particles. Additional contributions from premelting along grain bound-547

aries (e.g., Benatov & Wettlaufer, 2004; Thomson et al., 2013) and in grain-boundary548

grooves (e.g., Hardy, 1977) may be significant, particularly for smaller ice crystals. Fol-549

lowing the strategy of Cahn et al. (1992), these effects might be approximated for the550

case where each pore contains a single ice crystal that meets with its neighbors at pore551

throats in association with two-grain boundaries and grain boundary grooves. Future552

efforts that build upon this idea would benefit from empirical data to validate the ap-553

proach and also explore potential effects of crystal size evolution (i.e., ripening).554

5.4 Analogue to gas hydrate in marine sediments555

Gas hydrates are ice-like compounds where gas molecules (mainly CH4) occupy cages556

(clathrates) formed by water molecules. Hydrate deposits occur widely on continental557

margins and in permafrost. Similar to ice in soils, the equilibrium of gas hydrate with558

aqueous solutions containing dissolved methane is shifted within porous sediments. In559

finer sediments with smaller pores, the curved hydrate—water interface elevates the chem-560

ical potential of hydrates, and consequently equilibrium coexistence requires either cooler561

temperatures for a particular concentration of dissolved methane or higher dissolved methane562

concentration at any particular temperature. At a given pressure, the undercooling fol-563

lows a form similar to eq. (2), with564

∆T = Tm − T =
Tm
ρhL

(γhwK + PT ) , (13)565

where the hydrate density ρh ≈ 929 kg/m3, L ≈ 435 kJ/kg, γhw is expected to be com-566

parable to the surface energy of the liquid—ice interface, and Tm is the bulk dissocia-567

tion temperature. The elevated chemical potential of dissolved methane at a concentra-568
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tion c in excess of the bulk equilibrium concentration cm is569

∆µ = RTm ln

(
c

cm

)
= VH (γhwK + PT ) (14)570

where R is the gas constant and VH is the volume of methane hydrate per mole of methane.571

By introducing the dissociation enthalpy change ∆H ≈ 54 kJ/mol, which is related to572

latent heat through L = ∆H/(ρhVH), the concentration of dissolved methane in equi-573

librium with pore-bound crystalline hydrate can be written as574

c = cm exp

[
∆H

ρhLRTm
(γhwK + PT )

]
= cm exp

∆T

α
(15)575

where the temperature scale α is defined as (e.g., Davie et al., 2004)576

α =
RT 2

m

∆H
. (16)577

It is straightforward to use our approach to evaluate the geometrical constraints578

on K and PT and quantitatively predict the pore-scale controls on gas hydrate equilib-579

ria that are needed as input to models for the heterogeneous distribution of hydrates in580

marine sediments (e.g., A. W. Rempel, 2011; VanderBeek & Rempel, 2018).581

5.5 Implications for extraterrestrial ice-covered environments582

Many extraterrestrial satellites and planets, including Mars, host ice (or hydrate)583

in near-surface soils. Despite being subject to low ambient temperatures, high curvatures584

and high salinities facilitate the equilibrium presence of small amounts of residual liq-585

uid moisture in association with this ice. The implications for many of the same dynamic586

interactions that drive phenomena such as frost heave in terrestrial soils and provide habi-587

tat for microbial communities have yet to be fully explored. The numerical procedures588

(Chen & Rempel, 2019a, 2019b) used to generate the SFCs shown here can be adapted589

easily to facilitate further work in this vein.590

6 Conclusion591

Our calculations and validation tests demonstrate that the temperature dependence592

of liquid saturation in porous media can be approximated reasonably well by analyzing593

the local geometrical constraints on phase equilibrium at a sequence of randomly cho-594

sen sample points in a synthetic porous medium comprised of an appropriate distribu-595

tion of spheres. Over a broad range of liquid saturations, model predictions fit well with596
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experimental data and require no adjustable parameters at sufficiently high saturations597

(i.e., Sl > 10%), so that the effects of surface energy and curvature dominate in the ab-598

sence of solutes. Within this high-saturation regime, the liquid content in close-packed599

porous media constructed with lognormally distributed particles is well approximated600

by a simple power-law with a threshold temperature for ice infiltration that is smaller601

in less well-sorted sediments and an exponent that is close to 2 in the mono-dispersed602

limit. At lower saturations, the effects of wetting produce more gradual changes in sat-603

uration level with temperature. When the colligative effects of solutes dominate the liq-604

uid content, a power law exponent approaching unity best approximates the saturation605

behavior. Our approach provides a method to quantitatively determine pore scale effects606

on the liquid—ice phase transition, and shed lights on similar two-phase liquid—solid607

or liquid—vapor systems on Earth and beyond.608
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Appendix A Monte Carlo method765

A1 Sampling procedure766

We select a large number of random test points within the test plane, and the frac-767

tion of test points that are not located in the pore space are used to estimate the solid768

fraction and its complement, the porosity. For each test point that lands within the pore769

space, we use the geometrical constraints imposed by the nearest particles to determine770

the magnitude of the equilibrium perturbation needed for ice to first encompass that point.771

This involves a series of calculations corresponding with the different scenarios described772

briefly below; at each test point the scenario requiring the smallest perturbation from773

bulk equilibrium is adopted as the best estimate for the conditions under which the wet-774

ting liquid is first excluded from that location. After the data are compiled, the resid-775

ual liquid saturation is evaluated as the ratio of the number of test points that remain776

within the wetting phase at a particular perturbation relative to the total number of test777

points contained within the pore space.778

A2 Largest inscribed spherical pore ice779

The largest inscribed sphere either touches the four closest particles and has the780

test point inside, or touches the three closest particles and the test point at the same time.781

We find the largest inscribed pore ice by first inserting a spherical phase boundary into782

the pore with the test point as its center and the radius set by the distance to the near-783

est particle. The sphere is then grown by randomly moving its center point a small in-784

crement and changing its radius to match the new distance to the nearest particle. If the785

pore geometry and test point location do not permit a particular move without a decrease786

in pore radius, the move is rejected and an alternative perturbation is made instead. It-787

erations are halted after a set number of attempts is exceeded and incremental changes788

in the radius rp fall below a threshold. As a final step, we identify the four closest par-789
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ticles to the sphere and solve for the small adjustment in position and radius necessary790

to ensure tangency. We recognize this as a special case of the problem solved by the ge-791

ometer and mystic, Apollonius, during the 3rd century BC (Coxeter, 1968). We view the792

intuitive simplicity of our algorithm as advantageous, but note that further performance793

improvements might be made by implementing more sophisticated methods, such as the794

Voronoi diagram (e.g., Depriester & Kubler, 2019).795

A3 Toroidal approximation of crevice ice796

In crevice ice scenario, we envision the ice boundary forming a surface of revolu-797

tion around the particle contact so that the first principal radius is the radius of the Apol-798

lonius circle that intersects a given test point and the two adjacent particles, and the sec-799

ond principal radius can be estimated from the distance between the Apollonius circle800

and the particle contact.801

With gravity ignored, the pressure difference across the liquid—ice interface ∆P =

Pnw − Pl is determined by the Young-Laplace equation

− 1

y
√

1 + y′2
+

y′′

(1 + y′2)
3/2

=
∆P

γ
= K (A1)

where the negative sign refers to a concave meniscus and the positive sign corresponds802

to a convex one. Here we focus on the concave case.803

The shape of the unduloid is complicated. As a result, the interface is often approx-

imated as part of a toroidal surface (Fisher, 1926). In eq. (A1), we let

y′′

(1 + y′2)
3/2

=
1

r1
(A2)

1

y
√

1 + y′2
=

1

r2
(A3)

where r1 is the radius of curvature of the liquid bridge in the horizontal plane, and r2804

is the radius of curvature in the vertical plane. In other words, r1 is the radius of the805

poloidal circle, and r2 is for the toroidal circle.806

If the poloidal center in the horizontal plane is at (x0, y0), the relevant part of the

circle is determined by

x = x0 + r1 cosβ, y = y0 − r1 sinβ (A4)
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where 0 < β < π increases in a clockwise direction. The approximation automatically

satisfies the curvature for r1, while for r2,

r2 =
y0

sinβ
− r1 (A5)

and for small arc segment, β ≈ π/2, r2 ≈ y0 − r1. The mean curvature is reduced to

K =
1

r1
− 1

r2
. (A6)

To calculate r1, we solve for the Apollonius circle touching two circles and one point. The807

test point must be within the truncated cone region formed with the common tangent808

line of the two spheres as its generatrix. If the test point is outside the truncated cone,809

no crevice ice can form even though a circle passing through the point can still be found.810

Appendix B Undercooling caused by solute811

B1 Common chloride salts812

Salt in liquid water changes the activity of water, and the bulk equilibrium tem-

perature shifts from Tm to T ∗m as

ln aw =
∆Hfus

R

(
1

Tm
− 1

T ∗m

)
. (B1)

where ∆Hfus = 6.01 kJ/mol is the molar enthalpy of fusion of water (Poling et al., 2001),

and R is the gas constant. A similar relation also applies to the inhibited formation of

methane hydrates in seawater. Many models exist to calculate the aw for salts, and in

relatively low concentrations, they predict similar result. We use the ZSR (Zdanovskii-

Stokes-Robinson) equation (King, 1969) for its simplicity

ms =
∑
i

Kia
i
w (B2)

and the coefficients for three common chloride salts NaCl, KCl and MgCl2 are summa-813

rized in Table B1. Note that in calculating the water activity, the salt concentration is814

usually in molality (moles of solute per one kilogram of water), while in calculating the815

undercooling, it is convenient to use molarity (moles of solute per one liter of solution).816

At low salt concentrations, these two values are close, but as more water freezes, the salin-817

ity of residual liquid increases, and the density can deviate from pure water significantly,818

so that conversion using a density model for salty water (e.g., Spivey et al., 2004) be-819

comes necessary. In all the calculations, we limit the maximum concentration to their820

eutectic concentration.821
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Table B1. The polynomial coefficients for NaCl, KCl and MgCl2.

solute K0 K1 K2 K3 K4 meu (mol/kg)

NaCla 58.752 48 −187.819 97 272.113 77 −184.582 87 41.536 89 5.20c

KCla 135.024 39 −475.357 98 697.384 95 −476.219 38 119.161 58 3.29c

MgCl2
b 11.505 −26.518 34.937 −19.829 2.79d

a Tang (1997)

b Kim and Seinfeld (1995)

c Bakker (2012)

d Altheide et al. (2009)

B2 Perchlorate salts822

Unlike chloride salts, water activity models for perchlorate solutes are more com-823

plicated, so instead we used a polynomial fit between the freezing points and perchlo-824

rate concentrations reported by Pestova et al. (2005), with fixed end points T (0) = 273.15 K825

and T (meu) = Teu.826
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Figure 7a.
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